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Abstract: Paper aims the experimental evaluating of the possibilities of MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) of brain 

tumors in six different modality maps. Initially, the tumors were discovered on contrast agent enhanced MPRAGE 

(Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo) images. Then, using the obtained MPRAGE information, tumors were 

located on the six maps, namely: TT (T2/T2
*-blood/water signal), SD (Standard Deviation), KP (Kurtosis as width of Peak), 

FA (Fractional Anisotropy), MK (Mean Kurtosis), and MD (Mean Diffusivity). The highest intensity region of the tumor 

mass on TT-map was searched and then the intensity values in the same voxel on the rest of the maps were measured. The 

table of the intensity values for all the 6 maps of all the 44 investigated patients was created and the correlations from these 

maps were calculated. 
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1 Introduction 

As is known, the human brain is surrounded by a system of 

connective tissue membranes called meninges that separate 

the brain from the skull. This three-layered covering is 

composed of (from the outside to in) the dura mater (“hard 

mother”), arachnoid mater (“spidery mother”), and pia 

mater (“tender mother”). 

 

Figure1. Micrograph of a tumor related to oligodendroglia, 

a type of brain cancer. Brain biopsy. 

The cause of many brain tumors is not determined. Risk 

factors that may occasionally be involved in tumor 

formation include a number of inherited conditions known 

as neurofibromatosis, as well as exposure to the industrial 

chemicals like vinyl chloride, the Epstein–Barr virus, and 

ionizing radiation as well. While concern has been raised 

about mobile phone use, the evidences are not clear so far. 

A brain tumor or intracranial neoplasm occurs when 

abnormal cells are formed within the brain. Figures 1 and 2 

show, respectively, cases of oligodendroglia and lung 

cancer. Treatment may include some combination of 

surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy. 

 

Figure 2. Brain metastasis in the right cerebral hemisphere 

from lung cancer. Magnetic Resonance Imaging. 

Brain tumors have characteristics that allow their 

malignancy determination and how they will evolve. And 

determining these characteristics allow the medical team to 

find its management plan. 

For the diagnostic work-up of human brain tumors, the 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can be considered as a 

standard approach [1]. It helps in the definition and 
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ascertaining of tumor extent and indicating its response to 

treatment. However in some cases, only structural MRI 

(sMRI) is not sufficient, e.g., the case of differentiation of 

post-therapeutic scar tissue, tumor rests and tumor 

recurrence in cerebral gliomasare is challenging. 

The diagnostic information obtained using the sMRI may 

be enriched by other sophisticated MRI techniques such as 

functional MRI (fMRI), Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI), 

Positron Emission Tomography (PET), multiple-volume 

proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging 

(MRSI), etc. Let’s characterize some of them in brief. 

DTI can contribute valuable diagnostic information on 

white matter integrity and fiber tracks [2]. Frequently, 

diffusion in brain tissue is modeled by that in zeolites. 

Effect of water adsorption on the thermodynamics and 

dynamics of the extra-framework cations in zeolite systems 

was studied in [3]. The binary diffusion coefficients for 

mixtures in zeolites were determined [4] experimentally by 

Pulsed Field Gradient (PFG) Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

(NMR) method and also theoretically by Molecular 

Dynamics (MD) simulations. And it was found a good 

agreement between these two results. Nanostructures can 

serve for an alternative model of diffusion mechanism. The 

work [5] represents a review of the available diffusion data 

for simple metals in nanocrystalline form. It shows that the 

enhanced diffusion can be modeled in terms of atomic 

transport along the interfaces. The MD combined with 

Dissipative Particles Dynamic (DPD) were used [6] to 

construct a diffusion model of a binary mixture, where the 

two species differ only in dynamic properties, for which at 

weak asymmetry the Fikian behavior is observed, but at 

strong asymmetry the system exhibits non-Fikian (i.e. 

anomalous) diffusion with sharp front moving with 

constant velocity. In [7], we have presented the results of 

pilot study of the correlations between the optimum bias 

and brain microstructure as revealed by DTI metrics. 

The diffusion MRI is known as an important tool in early 

diagnostics and assessment of stroke. Usually, the Apparent 

Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) exhibits a strong reduction 

within the first half an hour after the onset of infarction and 

allows for a visualization of the ischemic lesion prior to 

manifestation by other conventional MRI modalities. For 

the range of low signal of water in the brain tissue as a 

function of the Diffusion-Weightings (DWs) value can be 

approximated by a mono-exponential function, under the 

assumption of a Gaussian diffusion propagator. 

A combined measurement of brain perfusion using 

Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) and oxygen 

consumption could contribute to the assessment, for 

example, the clinical relevance of a stenosis in the internal 

carotid artery. Microstructural features and the 

physiological state of tissues can be inferred from the DW 

images. 

But for larger values, the deviations from the mono-

exponential function become significant and a concept of 

the ADC becomes insufficient to describe the signal 

attenuation curve. Recent diffusion MRI studies of stroke in 

humans have shown that the quantitative parameters 

characterizing the degree of non-Gaussianity of the 

diffusion process are much more sensitive to ischemic 

changes than the ADC. In particular, it was shown that 

valuable information regarding spatial properties of stroke 

lesions can be obtained in form of a stratified cortex 

structure in the lesions that are poorly distinguishable in the 

ADC-maps. Development of non-Gaussian diffusion 

imaging is emerging as a novel tool providing clinically 

useful information on brain tissue [8]. The Diffusion 

Kurtosis Imaging (DKI) is a novel non-Gaussian method 

used in such studies. 

Additional imaging using PET has been shown [9] to be a 

powerful tool to resolve some diagnostic deficiencies of 

conventional MRI. The development of integrated MR–

PET hybrid imaging opens up new horizons for imaging in 

neurooncology. The relationship to structures such as the 

pyramidal tract to the tumor mass influences the therapeutic 

neurosurgical approach. Thus, a new generation of imaging 

systems that combine these two complementary methods is 

emerging. This combination of two technologies offers 

complementary diagnostic information for the pre- and 

post-surgical assessment of brain tumors. 

2 Method 

For the experimental evaluating of the possibilities of MRI 

of brain tumors in different maps, initially they were 

discovered on contrast enhanced Magnetization Prepared 

Rapid Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) images. It is known that 

the measurements of the DWI-signal in at least 6 gradient 

directions are needed for DTI-description of the diffusion 

behavior in terms of scalar metrics.  

Correspondingly, using the MPRAGE information, tumors 

were located on the six types of maps. Namely, we have 

chosen: 

– TT (T2/T2
*-blood/water signal), 

– SD (Standard Deviation), 

– KP (Kurtosis as width of Peak), 

– FA (Fractional Anisotropy), 

– MK (Mean Kurtosis), and 

– MD (Mean Diffusivity). 

Generally, heterogeneous systems, such as tissue, give rise 

to more than one single diffusion coefficient. It is the 

reason, why the statistical model of diffusion in biological 

tissue attributes the distribution to a large number of spin 

packets each characterized by its individual reduced or 

apparent diffusivity. Besides, in complex media the 

measured metrics depends not only upon the genuine 

features of the underlying microstructure itself but also on 

the experimental parameters (such as sequence timings). To 
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keep these factors in mind, the diffusion coefficient 

evaluated from the pulsed field gradient MRI experiments 

in brain tissue is conventionally referred to as the ADC. 

DTI describes the diffusion behavior in terms such as MD – 

Mean Diffusivity or FA – Fractional Anisotropy. DKI 

accounts for deviations from the pattern of Gaussian 

diffusion by including a second-order term in the Taylor 

expansion of the natural logarithm of the DW and 

introduces the parameter KP denoting apparent Kurtosis as 

width of Peak (Peakedness) for an individual gradient 

direction. DK determines the initial slope of the signal 

attenuation curve, while MK – Mean Kurtosis is evaluated 

as the arithmetic average of KP along various gradient 

directions. 

The correlations calculated according to the obtained maps. 

In this regard, it should be noted that, the correlation is a 

statistical measure indicating the extent to which two or 

more variables fluctuate together. A positive correlation 

indicates the extent to which those variables increase or 

decrease in parallel; a negative correlation indicates the 

extent to which one variable increases as the other 

decreases and vice versa. In statistics, a perfect positive 

correlation is represented by the value +1, while the 0 

indicates no correlation and the –1 indicates a perfect 

negative correlation. 

3 Results and Discussion 

Brain tumors may be presented as a heterogeneous mass 

(especially after treatment). In particular, the intracranial 

mass may be heterogeneous and consist of multiple 

compartments with differing degrees of malignancy. And 

the maximal metabolic activity lies within the inferior parts 

of the tumor mass. Imaging helps to identify solid tumor 

parts in the brain. Differences in the concentrations of 

contrast agent help to distinguish between them. 

Particularly, the diagnostic information on white matter 

integrity and fiber tracks is too valuable because the fiber 

tracking provides spatial information on the impairment of 

vital white fiber tracts, such as the pyramidal tract, by the 

tumor mass. 

 

Figure 3. MPRAGE images in slices of the whole brain of 

a patient. 

We discovered tumors on contrast enhanced MPRAGE 

images (Figure 3). Then, using the obtained MPRAGE 

information, a tumor was located on the above listed 6 

maps. The approach provides data of different modalities 

using the same iso-center. All images are acquired under 

the similar physiological conditions. 

 

Figure 4. A highest tumor intensity region in a patient’s 

brain according to the multi-modal (TT, MD and MK maps, 

respectively) assessment of a patient. 

Table 1. MRI intensity values for all the maps of all the 

investigated patients. 

 

Table 2. Correlations between variables calculated 

according to maps of patients’ brains. 

 

Note that, MK or mean kurtosis can be considered as a 

measure of the “tailedness” of the probability distribution 
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of a real-valued random variable. As for the MD or mean 

diffusivity, it reflects the average magnitude of molecular 

displacement by diffusion. The more the MD value, the 

more the isotropic is the medium. TT-signal means 

something close to diffusion. SD is a measure that is used 

to quantify the amount of variation or dispersion of a set of 

data values. KP reflects that in isotropic non-confined 

media, when the diffusion is described by the Gaussian 

propagator. FA reflects the directionality of molecular 

displacements by diffusion and vary between limits of 0 

(isotropic diffusion) and 1 (infinite anisotropic diffusion). 

The highest intensity region of the mass on TT maps 

searched and then the intensity values in the same voxel on 

the rest of the maps measured. Snapshots of MD, MK and 

TT maps demonstrating the region of interest to measure 

were made. The images in Figure 4 represent one and same 

patient’s highest tumor intensity region of the mass on TT, 

MD and MK maps. 

The detailed information can be gathered from the analysis 

of the obtained maps. 

The imaging was approved within the framework of a 

clinical trial. Here we report the results of 44 patients, all of 

which gave informed consent before joining the trial. 

The intensity values for all the maps of 44 investigated 

patients were determined. These results are summarized in 

the Table 1. 

The Table 1 was created for comparing the intensity values 

for all 6 maps of 44 patients. There are 3 groups of cases. 

Orange color represents the cases when TT is high and MK 

is low, yellow color means that TT and MK are mainly 

similar, and lilac color represents the cases when TT is low 

and MK is high. The 95 % of patients were of high grade (3 

– 4) that means that tumor inside is something necrotic and 

there is a high diffusivity. 

The correlations calculated according to the obtained maps 

are presented in Table 2. 

4 Conclusions 

In summary, the MRI of brain tumors was utilized in six 

modality maps such as TT, SD, KP, FA, MK, and MD.  

Initially, the tumors were discovered on contrast agent 

enhanced MPRAGE mages and then were located on the 

mentioned maps. The highest intensity region of the tumor 

mass on TT-map was searched and then the intensity values 

in the same voxel on the rest of the maps were measured. In 

total, there were investigated the brains of 44 patients and 

from these examples the calculated correlations were 

provided. 

Thus, we show the multimodal results demonstrating the 

feasibility of the MRI and its potential for clinical 

application in brain tumor patients. Development of 

diffusion imaging seems to be emerging as a tool providing 

clinically useful information on brain tissue. Diagnostic 

performance of MRI-approaches for typing and grading of 

brain tumors is evaluated as prospective. 
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